
Platinum Analysis 
Further to Monday’s newsletter, we are pleased to say we have completed the Platinum analysis and resultant 
enhancements that will take this already-powerful plan into 2022. 

I am so glad that we went the extra mile and didn’t sit back and admire the 70%+ capital gain that it has made so far. 
We are acutely aware that some newer members have not seen the plan perform like the early birds have.  

We spotted several obvious opportunities to straighten the plan up, iron out those problematic periods that 
October/November threw at us as well as strengthening with so far untapped Sydney Combo input. 

The analysis the other day was comprehensive but it was based on the actual live performance. That was to enable 
double-checking/auditing by all members.  

However, you are aware that the spring review came up with enhancements to all strategies. Refer to newsletter 
dated October 27th. It included full details as well as printouts so you could compare the original strategies to their 
version #2 (ver2) 

All we needed to do , apart from collating all the data from the ver2 strategies that contribute to the Platinum, is to 
rethink the Sydney contribution.  

The Syd Combo bets were not contributors to the original Platinum concept because Sydney was under review at 
that time and we needed to follow the Syd Combo results in real life after the Sydney rejig. In other words, Syd 
Combo had to earn its stripes to be part of the Best of the Best (Platinum). 

Sydney Ratings and Combo bets have been outperforming all services in recent times and should have equal input to 
the Platinum strategy.  

We have worked out a powerful way to tap into the Sydney Computer System contributors (that we already harness 
for Platinum contributions) and the Syd Combo qualifiers. This cross-referencing between two very strong Sydney 
resources allowed us to source valuable Best of the Best contributors. 

We have made adjustments to bet sizes. For example, we opted to keep Adelaide $200 A bets as contributors but 
have maxed their Platinum bet at 1.0% at this stage. 

That’s the background but all you really need to do is sit back and bet the Platinum with even more confidence. 

  



 

From this Saturday, this how the raceday image will look: 

 
 

The abbreviations are to identify where the Platinum qualifier was sourced from.  

In this example, Tooradin was nominated by three contributing services. Alleboom, Ayrton and Lombardo had two 
nominating strategies and the others were from ‘lone’ contributing strategies. 

 

"MS"= Mel Computer System.  

"SCS"= Syd Computer/Syd Combo System 

"MC" = Mel Combo  

"M-X" = Metro Express 

"AA" = ADL A Bets 
It is not important to understand or even take any notice of the abbreviations.  
They are there because some members will want to identify where the qualifier came from and, if it had multiple 
contributors, what those contributors were. 

  



Stats and Analysis 
We will repeat the analysis format that we presented the Platinum “Live” analysis earlier this week. Ie: $100 level 
stakes analysis first. 

 Note: The following analysis is for all of 2021, not just July-Nov ‘live period. 

 

 

Platinum performance for 2021 
Keep in mind that regardless of how many contributing strategies, a horse only gets one single Platinum bet.  

This is the summary of those single Platinum bets. 

 The bet sizes range from $100 to $250. Therefore the bet count and the amount will not tie in with the $100 level 
stakes analysis above.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



Platinum Review and Upgrade October - November  2021 

 

Results Printouts 

Platinum ORIG 2021  Pdf 

Platinum Ver 2 2021 Pdf  (Late October upgrade) 

Platinum Ver 3 Current Algorithm Pdf (Nov 24th Upgrade, includes Syd combo input) 

Spreadsheet 

Platinum Master Online Excel to Nov 20th 2021 

 

Q:  So what does all the above mean? 

A: Very little insofar as the raceday operation of the Platinum strategy. However, under the bonnet 
there is a smoother, bigger and more powerful motor.  

 

Q: I have seen the updated plan called Platinum 2022, Platinum Ver 3 and Platinum Current 
Algorithm. What’s the difference?  

A: NONE. They are all one and the same. Our main aim was to get the updated information and 
direction to you asap. We will settle on one name and change all references in pdfs and spreadsheets etc 
soon. Platinum V8 would be the most suitable but it will probably be Ver3. 

 

Regards 

 

Larry and Richard 

https://www.eliteracing.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/Platinum-ORIG-2021.pdf
https://www.eliteracing.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/Platinum-Ver-2-2021-1.pdf
https://www.eliteracing.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/Platinum-Ver-3-Current-Algorithm.pdf
https://www.eliteracing.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/Platinum-Master-Online-1.xlsx

